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“I believe that the Elms family will definitely regard it as a standard after personally experiencing the
effects of the blood-saving heart-saving pills!”

“At that time, you only need to give the Elms family a few pills each year,

so that the whole Elms family will follow me desperately!”

Kairi Elms – Xion’s Mom didn’t know what Charlie was thinking.

Seeing that Charlie took out two pills and handed them to her and her daughter respectively, she
couldn’t help asking,

“Master Wade, are we going to take this medicine directly?”

“Yes.” Charlie nodded and said seriously: “This medicine is made with a special method,

it melts in the mouth, and the effect of the medicine is released very quickly, there are no toxic side
effects, you can try it now.”

Although Kairi Elms – Xion’s Mom didn’t know the effect of this pill,

she also believed that Charlie would definitely not harm herself and Xion,

so she said without hesitation: “Thank you,

Master Wade, then I will give it a try!”

After finishing speaking, he put the pill into his mouth without hesitation.

Xion didn’t think much about it, and swallowed the medicine.

As soon as the pill was taken in, both of them were surprised to feel that after the pill was taken,

it melted as quickly as ice cubes were put in hot water, and then it turned into a warm current into the
body.

This feeling is the first time for both mother and daughter to try, and it naturally feels very novel.

Although the Sanxue Jiuxin Pill is not as effective as the Rejuvenation Pill, it is also refined by the
method described

in the “Nine Profound Heaven Classics”. In terms of nature, it is completely different from all Chinese
medicine pills at this stage.

The pills made by other processes are boiled in ordinary ways, and then the boiled concoction and mud
are made into wax pills,



so it is relatively difficult to swallow, and after the pills are swallowed into the abdomen, it takes a
long time to slow down.

Slow digestion and release medicine.

However, the pills given by Charlie were different.

The entrance of this pill turned into a warm current and merged into the body, and then I felt an
extremely pure internal

force in the body quickly radiating along the meridians of the whole body!

The mother and daughter had never encountered such a powerful and pure internal force.

They were all caught off guard. It was Kairi Elms – Xion’s Mom who was the first to recover.

She couldn’t contain the ecstasy in her heart. She blurted out: “Xion, this medicine contains

The internal strength of the man is extremely astonishing. Quickly guide it to run in the dantian, and
don’t waste this great opportunity!”

All martial arts practitioners who practice the inner family heart method are basically able to run
internal force in the body,

and they also know how to pass the internal force through the body meridians and finally sink into the
dantian.

It’s just that most martial artists have a pitiful amount of internal power that can operate in their
bodies.

It is like collecting dew on grass leaves every morning. Because the volume is too small, every drop is
extremely precious to them.

Kairi Elms – Xion’s Mom and Xion have always been the same, trying their best to run a little internal
force every day,

nourishing and improving their own strength a little bit, and the progress

is very slow.

However, Charlie’s blood-saving heart-saving pill was like a downpour in their bodies, and the surging
internal force completely exceeded their cognition!

Kairi Elms – Xion’s Mom even felt that He’s most precious Qi San,

in front of Charlie’s medicinal pill, was totally different frommud and mud, and it was not worth
mentioning!

If Charlie’s medicinal pill contains a powerful heavy bomb, the qi is scattered in front of it, at best,

it is just a cannon that even children dare to hold and set off.

Even if one thousand or ten thousand pairs of Buqi Powder are added together,



it can’t be compared with Charlie’s pill!
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